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We study the properties of one-dimensional hypergeometric integral solutions of
the q-difference (‘‘quantum’’) analogue of the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov–Bernard
equations on tori. We show that they also obey a difference KZB heat equation in the
modular parameter, give formulae for modular transformations, and prove a
completeness result, by showing that the associated Fourier transform is invertible.
These results are based on SLð3;ZÞ transformation properties parallel to those of
elliptic gamma functions. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the study of the q-analogue of the Knizhnik–
Zamolodchikov–Bernard (qKZB) equations on elliptic curves and their
solutions initiated in [FTV1, FTV2, FV1].
In [FTV1], hypergeometric solutions of qKZB equations were introduced.
In [FTV2], the monodromy of hypergeometric solutions was calculated, and
a symmetry between equations and monodromies was discovered: the
equations giving the monodromy are again qKZB equations but with
modular parameter and step of the difference equations exchanged. In
[FV1], we introduced the q-analogue of the KZB heat equation, whicho whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Q-DEFORMED KZB HEAT EQUATION 229governs the change in the modular parameter of the elliptic curve, proved
that it is compatible with the other equations and explained how to recover
the KZB heat equation in the semiclassical limit.
In this paper, we prove three results about our hypergeometric solutions
in the case where the sum of highest weights is two: we show that the
hypergeometric solutions also obeys the qKZB heat equation of [FV1], see
Theorem 2.1. We give a formula (Theorem 3.3) for the transformation
properties of the hypergeometric solutions under the modular group SLð2;
ZÞ: We prove a completeness result, Corollary 4.6, by showing that the
associated ‘‘Fourier transform’’ is invertible.
Then we show that these results are part of a bigger picture, in which the
modular group combines with the transformation deﬁned by the qKZB heat
equation to give a set of quadratic identities for our generalized
hypergeometric integrals. In fact, this picture can already be seen in a
simpler situation, in which the elliptic gamma function [FV2,R] plays the
role of the hypergeometric integral. The elliptic gamma function is a
function Gðz; t; pÞ of three complex variables obeying identities [FV2]
involving its values at points related by an action of SLð3;ZÞrZ3: These
identities mean that G is a ‘‘degree 1’’ generalization of a Jacobi modular
function, see [FV2].
These identities are a scalar version of the identities obeyed by the
hypergeometric solutions of the qKZB equation. Their meaning is that the
hypergeometric integrals deﬁne a discrete projectively ﬂat SLð3;ZÞ-
connection (i.e., a lift of the action to the projectivization) on a vector
bundle over ‘‘regular’’ orbits of SLð3;ZÞ acting on the variety of pairs (point
in C3  f0g; plane through 0 containing it). This is the content of Theorem
6.8. The results on the elliptic gamma function are used in the proof, since
the ‘‘phase function’’ which appears in the integrand of hypergeometric
solutions is a ratio of gamma functions. In fact, we see ‘‘experimentally’’
that there seems to be a principle stating that to every identity obeyed by the
gamma function, there corresponds an identity for hypergeometric integrals.
The proofs of the identities consist in applying the gamma function identity
to the phase function in the integrand, and then use a version of Stokes’
theorem to relate the integrals. The second step is relatively simple in the
case of the one-dimensional integrals to which we restrict ourselves here, but
becomes exceedingly involved in the higher dimensional case. Proving our
identities in the higher dimensional case, i.e., if the sum of highest weights is
larger than two, remains a challenging open problem. An alternative
approach to this problem is based on representation theory: in [EV] a
representation–theoretic interpretation of degenerate version of the qKZB
equations was established. It was shown that traces of intertwining
operators for quantum groups satisfy a version of the qKZB equations
and are eigenfunctions of analogues of Macdonald operators. This fact
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Mehta identities proved by Cherednik [C] and Etingof and Kirillov [EK],
and the present work is a glimpse into an elliptic version of Macdonald’s
theory.
In fact, Theorem 6.8 concerns the case of generic parameters, where an
inﬁnite-dimensional vector bundle is preserved by the projectively ﬂat
connection. In a next paper, we will restrict our attention to special
SLð3;ZÞ-orbits. The projectively ﬂat connection can be then deﬁned on a
ﬁnite-dimensional vector bundle of theta-functions which are a q-deformed
version of the space of conformal blocks in conformal ﬁeld theory. In this
setting the analogy with Macdonald’s theory will appear more explicitly.
Another degeneration of the SLð3;ZÞ symmetry of our hypergeometric
integrals are the SLð3;ZÞ symmetries of the ordinary Fourier transform
indicated in [FV4].
2. HYPERGEOMETRIC SOLUTIONS OF THE QKZB EQUATIONS
We use the deﬁnitions and notations of [FV1]. The elliptic sl2 qKZB
equations are a compatible system of difference equations for a function
vð~z; l; tÞ of ~z 2 Cn; l 2 C and t; Im t > 0; taking values in the zero weight
space VK½0 of a tensor product of Et;Zðsl2Þ evaluation modules. This space
comes with a basis of eigenvectors of commuting operators hðiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n
and depends on parameters K ¼ ðL1; . . . ;LnÞ 2 Cn: The qKZB equations
have the form
vð~z þ pdi; tÞ ¼ Kið~z; t; p; ZÞvð~z; tÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n: ð1Þ
They are supplemented by the qKZB heat equation
vð~z; tÞ ¼ Tð~z; t; p; ZÞvð~z; tþ pÞ: ð2Þ
The step p is a complex parameter and ðdiÞi¼1;...;n is the standard basis
of Cn: Here v is viewed as a function of ~z and t with values in the space
FðVK½0Þ of meromorphic VK½0-valued functions of a complex variable l:
The qKZB operators Kið~z; t; p; ZÞ are difference operators in l and
can be expressed in terms of a product of (dynamical) R-matrices.
The last equation is the qKZB heat equation and involves the integral
operator Tð~z; t; p; ZÞ: The latter is expressed in terms of hypergeometric
integrals: let uð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ 2 VK½0  VK½0 be the universal hypergeo-
metric function as in [FV1]. We may view it as a function uð~z; t; p; ZÞ taking
its values in the VK½0  VK½0-valued functions of the two ‘‘dynamical
variables’’ l and m: Then, it is a projective solution (i.e., a solution up to a
constant factor) of the qKZB equations in the ﬁrst factor, and of the mirror
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uð~z þ djp; t; p; ZÞ ¼Kjð~z; t; p; ZÞ  Dj uð~z; t; p; ZÞ;
uð~z þ djt; t; p; ZÞ ¼D_j  K_j ð~z; p; t; ZÞ uð~z; t; p; ZÞ;
uð~z þ dj ; t; p; ZÞ ¼ uð~z; t; p; ZÞ: ð3Þ
The mirror qKZB operators K_i ð~z; p; t; ZÞ are obtained from the qKZB
operators by exchanging t and p and ‘‘reversing the order of factors’’, see
[FV1]. The operators Dj; D
_
j are operators of multiplication by certain
functions of the hðiÞ and the dynamical variable m and l; respectively: in
terms of the function
aðlÞ ¼ expðpil2=4ZÞ;
we have, for j ¼ 1; . . . ; n;
DjðmÞ ¼ aðm 2Zðh
ðjþ1Þ þ    þ hðnÞÞÞ
aðm 2ZðhðjÞ þ    þ hðnÞÞÞ e
piZLjð
Pj1
l¼1 Ll
Pn
l¼jþ1 LlÞ;
D_j ðlÞ ¼
aðl 2Zðhð1Þ þ    þ hðj1ÞÞÞ
aðl 2Zðhð1Þ þ    þ hðjÞÞÞ e
piZLjð
Pj1
l¼1 Ll
Pn
l¼jþ1 Ll Þ:
The integral operator Tð~z; t; p; ZÞ is then
Tð~z; t; p; ZÞv ¼ ða QtþpÞuð~z; t; tþ p; ZÞ  v:
a is the operator of multiplication by the function aðlÞ and Qtþp is a bilinear
form on VK½0-valued functions, whose kernel is the Shapovalov bilinear
form on VK½0:
Qsðf  gÞ ¼
Z
Qðm; s; ZÞðf ðmÞ; gðmÞÞaðmÞ dm:
If L1 þ    þ Ln ¼ 2; the universal hypergeometric function is given in
terms of Jacobi’s ﬁrst theta function y; and the phase function, see Appendix
A, by the following formulae: VK½0 has a basis ej ¼ e0      e1      e0;
with e1 in the jth factor ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ and hðiÞej ¼ ðLj  2dijÞej: Then the
FELDER AND VARCHENKO232weight functions are oðt;~z; l; t; ZÞ ¼Pna¼1 oaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞea; with
oaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞ ¼
yðlþ 2Zþ t  za  ZLa  2Z
P
joa Lj; tÞ
yðt  za  ZLa; tÞ

Ya1
j¼1
yðt  zj þ ZLj; tÞ
yðt  zj  ZLj; tÞ:
On the other hand, o_ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞ ¼Po_b ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞeb; where
o_b ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞ
¼ yðmþ 2Zþ t  zb  ZLb  2Z
P
j>bLj; pÞ
yðt  zb  ZLb; pÞ
Yn
j¼bþ1
yðt  zj þ ZLj; pÞ
yðt  zj  ZLj; pÞ:
The universal hypergeometric function u is expressed in terms of these
weight functions and the phase function
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼
Y1
j;k¼0
ð1 e2piðzaþjtþkpÞÞð1 e2piðzaþðjþ1Þtþðkþ1ÞpÞÞ
ð1 e2piðzþaþjtþkpÞÞð1 e2piðzþaþðjþ1Þtþðkþ1ÞpÞÞ:
We then have uð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ ¼Pa;b ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞea  eb; with
ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e
iplm
2Z
Z
g
Yn
j¼1
OZLj ðt  zj; t; pÞoaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞo_b ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞ dt: ð4Þ
The integral is deﬁned as the analytic continuation from the region
where ReðLiÞo0; zj 2 R and ImðZÞo0: In this region, the integration cycle
is just the interval ½0; 1: After the analytic continuation, the cycle is
deformed to go above the pole at zj  ZLj and below the pole at zj þ ZLj; as
in Fig. 1.
The Shapovalov form is Qðl; t; ZÞðea; ebÞ ¼ da;bQaðl; t; ZÞ with
Qaðl; t; ZÞ ¼ yð2ZLa; tÞy
0ð0; tÞ
yðl 2Zþ 2ZPjoaLj; tÞyðl 2Zþ 2ZPj4a Lj; tÞ:
Our ﬁrst result is that our hypergeometric projective solutions of the qKZB
equations are also projective solutions of the quantum heat equation:
−2η 
.
. 2η
−1/2 1/2
FIG. 1. The integration cycle.
Q-DEFORMED KZB HEAT EQUATION 233Theorem 2.1. Suppose that L1 þ    þ Ln ¼ 2: Let us view uð~z; l; m; t;
p; ZÞ as a function uð~z; t; p; ZÞ with values in the space of VK½0  VK½0-
valued functions of l and m: Then u is a projective solution of the
qKZB heat equation
uð~z; t; p; ZÞ ¼ C Tð~z; t; p; ZÞ  D0 uð~z; tþ p; p; ZÞ;
where
C ¼  e
4piZ
2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p :
Here Tð~z; t; p; ZÞ acts on the first dynamical variable l and D0 is the
operator of multiplication by the function epim
2=4Z of the second dynamical
variable m:
It is then easy to construct true solutions to system (1), (2) from
these projective solutions: for any m; 1Qj DjðmÞzj=pD0ðmÞt=puð~z; l; m;
t; p; ZÞCt=p; viewed as a function of ~z; l; t; obeys (1) and (2) in the ﬁrst
factor.
In more explicit terms, we have the following statement.
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raðl;~z; t; ZÞ
¼ e
2piZ
t ð
Pa1
1
zjLj
Pn
a
zjLjÞipt ðlþ2Z2Z
Pa
1
Lj2zaÞðlþ2Z2Z
Pa1
1
LjÞipt l
Pn
1
zjLj ;
and let the fundamental hypergeometric solution %u ¼P %ua;bea  eb be
defined by
%ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ ¼ e
ipm2t
4Zp rbðm;~z; p; ZÞua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ:
Then, for any m; b; the VK½0-valued function vðz; l; tÞ ¼
P
a %ua;bð~z; l; m; t;
p; ZÞea is a solution of the system
vð~z þ pdi; tÞ ¼Kið~z; t; p; ZÞvð~z; tÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n;
vð~z; tÞ ¼C Tð~z; t; p; ZÞvð~z; tþ pÞ;
where C ¼ e4piZ=2p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4iZp :
Proof. A consequence of (3), Theorem 2.1 and the identity
Yn
i¼1
DiðmÞ
zi
p eb ¼ rbðm;~z; p; ZÞe
ip
p
ðm2Zþ2Z
Pb
1
LjÞðm2Zþ2Z
Pb1
1
LjÞeb: ð5Þ
The exponential function on the right-hand side is independent of~z; l; t and
therefore does not affect the statement of the theorem. ]
Remarks. (1) The constant C could also be eliminated by including a
factor Ct=p in %u; but it is simpler to consider C as part of the heat equation.
(2) In the deﬁnition of the fundamental hypergeometric solution above,
we have included an additional factor, see (5), with respect to the obvious
choice. This leads to simpler formulae in the next section, since rb appears in
the modular transformations of the qKZB operators.
3. MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS
The coefﬁcients of the qKZB equations are quasi-periodic functions of
z1; . . . ; zn; l with periods 1 and t: It is therefore natural to consider the
qKZB equations as equations for sections of a certain vector bundle over a
Cartesian power of the elliptic curves C=Zþ tZ:
Since, for any a
c
b
d
  2 SLð2;ZÞ; the elliptic curves with modulus t and
ðatþ bÞ=ðctþ dÞ are isomorphic, the corresponding qKZB equations are
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Let for a ¼ 1; . . . ; n
Bað~z; l; t; p; ZÞ ¼ e
piZ
tp
P
jokðzjzkÞ
2LjLkþpip4Ztl
2
raðl;~z; t; ZÞ:
Then we have:
Proposition 3.1. (i) Suppose that vð~z; lÞ ¼Pna¼1 vað~z; lÞea is a solution
of the qKZB equations with parameters tþ 1; p; Z: Then vð~z; lÞ is a solution of
the qKZB equations with parameters t; p; Z:
(ii) Suppose that vð~z; lÞ ¼Pna¼1 vað~z; lÞea is a solution of the qKZB
equations with parameters 1=t; p=t; Z=t: Then
*vð~z; lÞ ¼
Xn
a¼1
Bað~z; l; t; p; ZÞvað~z=t; l=tÞea
is a solution of the qKZB equations with parameters t; p; Z:
The proof of this proposition is based on the formulae for transformation
properties of the qKZB equations under modular transformations, see
Appendix B.
Now the question about monodromy is well-posed: can one express the
fundamental solution at the transformed values of the parameters in terms
of the fundamental solution at the original values? The answer is provided
by the following result.
Theorem 3.2. (i) %ua;bð~z; l; m; tþ 1; p; ZÞ ¼ e
ipm2
4Zp %ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ:
(ii) Suppose that ImðZt=pÞo0; Imðp=tÞ > 0:
Bað~z; l; t; p; ZÞ %ua;b ~zt;
l
t
;
n
t
;1
t
;
p
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼
Xn
c¼1
Z
%ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞMc;bð~z; m; n; t; p; ZÞ dm:
The monodromy matrix ðMc;bÞ is
Mc;bð~z; m; n; t; pÞ
¼ e
2piZ
3tp ðZ2
Pn
1
L3j þt2þp23pþ3tþ3tpþ1Þ2pipt ðn2Zþ2Z
Pb1
1
LjÞðn2Zþ2Z
Pb
1
LjÞ
 1
2pi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ip
4Zt
s
Qcðm; p; ZÞuc;b ~z
p
;m
p
;
n
p
;1
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

:
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real e:
The ﬁrst statement of the theorem is trivial to check. The second is the
ﬁrst of the two modular relations. Introduce functions r; r_:
raðl;~z; t; ZÞ
¼ e
2piZ
t ð
Pa1
1
zjLj
Pn
a
zjLjÞipt ðlþ2Z2Z
Pa
1
Lj2zaÞðlþ2Z2Z
Pa1
1
LjÞipt l
Pn
1
zjLj ;
r_b ðl;~z; t; ZÞ
¼ e
2piZ
t ð
Pn
bþ1 zjLj
Pb
1
zjLjÞipt ðlþ2Z2Z
Pn
b
Lj2zbÞðlþ2Z2Z
Pn
bþ1 LjÞ
ip
t l
Pn
1
zjLj :
Then the modular relations are the identities:
Theorem 3.3. (i) Suppose that ImðZt=pÞo0; Imðp=tÞ > 0: Then the
universal hypergeometric function u satisfies the following relation:
Xn
c¼1
Z
ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞuc;b ~z
p
;m
p
;
n
p
;1
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

 Qcðm; p; ZÞrcðm;~z; p; ZÞe
pitm2
4Zp dm
¼ 2pi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4Zt
ip
s
raðl;~z; t; ZÞr_b
n
p
;
~z
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

e
ipp
4Ztðl
2þðn=pÞ2Þ
 ua;b ~zt;
l
t
;
n
t
;1
t
;
p
t
;
Z
t
	 

e
piZ
3ptc; ð6Þ
c ¼ 3
X
jok
LjLkðzj  zkÞ2 þ 2
Xn
j¼1
Z2L3j þ t2 þ p2  3p þ 3tþ 3tp þ 1
 !
:
The integration over m is over the path x/xZþ e; x 2 R for any generic
real e:
(ii) Suppose that ImðZp=tÞo0; Imðt=pÞ > 0: Then the universal hyper-
geometric function u satisfies the following relation:
Xn
c¼1
Z
ua;c
~z
t
;
l
t
;
m
t
;p
t
;1
t
;
Z
t
	 

uc;bð~z;m; n; t; p; ZÞ
 Qcðm; t; ZÞr_c ðm;~z; t; ZÞe
ipp
4Ztm
2
dm
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4Zp
it
r
ra
l
p
;
~z
p
;
t
p
;
Z
p
	 
1
r_b ðn;~z; p; ZÞ
 ua;b ~z
p
;
l
p
;
n
p
;
t
p
;1
p
;
Z
p
	 

e
ipt
4Zpððl=tÞ
2þn2Þ
e
piZ
3ptc;
c ¼ 3
X
jok
LjLkðzj  zkÞ2 þ 2
Xn
j¼1
Z2L3j þ t2 þ p2 þ 3p  3tþ 3tp þ 1
 !
:
The integration over m is over the path x/xZþ e; x 2 R for any generic real e:
This theorem is proved in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
4. THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATION
Throughout this section, we assume, for deﬁniteness, that Im Zo0; and
that Z is sufﬁciently small. The results hold for a more general range of
parameters by analytic continuation.
4.1. A Space of Functions on which the Integral Transform is Defined
The qKZB heat equation is based on an integral transformation. In this
section, we give a space on which this integral transformation is deﬁned and
invertible.
Let us ﬁx our parameters Li; Z; t: Then the Shapovalov form has poles at
the points Zsj; where
sj ¼ 2
X
k4j
Lk  1
 !
; j ¼ 0; . . . ; n; ð7Þ
as well as at the translates of this points by the lattice of periods.
At these points, the hypergeometric integrals obey the following
‘‘resonance relations’’ [FV3].
Proposition 4.1. Let r; s; 14a; b4n be integers and let sj ¼ 2
P
k4j Lk
2: Then:
(i) If aon; then
uaþ1;bð~z; Zsa þ r þ st; m; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e2pisðzaþ1zaþZLaþ1þZLaÞua;bð~z; Zsa þ r þ st; m; t; p; ZÞ:
FELDER AND VARCHENKO238(ii) u1;bð~z;2Zþ r þ st; m; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e2pisðz1znþZL1þZLnpÞun;bð~z; 2Zþ r þ st; m; t; p; ZÞ:
(iii) If bon; then
ua;bþ1ð~z; l;Zsb þ r þ sp; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e2pisðzbþ1zbZLbþ1ZLbÞua;bð~z; l;Zsb þ r þ sp; t; p; ZÞ:
(iv) ua;1ð~z; l; 2Zþ r þ sp; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e2pisðz1znZL1ZLnþtÞua;nð~z; l;2Zþ r þ sp; t; p; ZÞ:
Proof. (i) Using the functional relation yðx þ r þ st; tÞ ¼ ð1Þrþs
expðpisð2x þ stÞÞyðx; tÞ; we see that
oaðt;~z; Zsa þ r þ st; t; ZÞ ¼ ð1Þrþse2pisðtzaþZLaÞpis2t
Ya
j¼1
yðt  zj þ ZLjÞ
yðt  zj  ZLjÞ
and
oaþ1ðt;~z; Zsaþ rþ st; t; ZÞ ¼ ð1Þrþse2pisðtzaþ1ZLaþ1Þpis2t
Ya
j¼1
yðtzj þZLjÞ
yðtzj ZLjÞ:
Thus, we have equality at the level of integrands.
(ii) Similarly, we have
o1ðt;~z;2Zþ r þ st; t; ZÞ ¼ ð1Þrþse2pisðtz1ZL1Þpis2t;
and using the relation
P
Li ¼ 2; we obtain
onðt;~z; 2Zþ r þ st; t; ZÞ ¼ ð1Þrþse2pisðtznþZLnÞpis2t
Yn
j¼1
yðt  zj þ ZLjÞ
yðt  zj  ZLjÞ:
The last product of ratios of theta functions may be absorbed using the
functional relation (A.5) for O: This gives
un;bð~z; 2Zþ r þ st; m; t; p; ZÞ
¼ e
ip
2Zð2ZþrþstÞm
Z
e4piZ
Y
j
OZLj ðt  zj þ p; t; pÞð1Þrþs
 e2pisðtznþZLnÞpis2to_b ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞ dt:
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using the relation
o_b ðt  p;~z; m; p; ZÞ ¼ e2piðmþ2ZÞo_b ðt;~z; m; p; ZÞ:
The remaining claims (iii), (iv) are proved in a similar way. ]
Definition. Let E0ð~z; t; c; ZÞ be the space of holomorphic functions
j :C! VK½0; jðlÞ ¼
P
jaðlÞea such that
(i) If aon; then jaþ1ðZsa þ r þ stÞ ¼ e2pisðzaþ1zaþZLaþ1þZLaÞjaðZsa þ r þ
stÞ:
(ii) j1ð2Zþ r þ stÞ ¼ e2pisðz1znþZL1þZLnþcÞjnð2Zþ r þ stÞ:
Let Eð~z; t; c; ZÞ be the space of functions j 2 E0ð~z; t; c; ZÞ such that
(iii) There exist constants C1;C2 > 0 (depending on j) such that
jjaðlÞj4C1 exp p
ðIm lÞ2
Im t
þ C2jlj
 !
;
for all a ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
Examples of functions in Eð~z; t; c; ZÞ can be constructed using the
universal hypergeometric function:
Proposition 4.2. If Im co0; then the function
l/
X
a
ua;bð~z; l; m; t;c; ZÞea;
belongs to Eð~z; t; c; ZÞ for all values of the remaining parameters. If Im c > 0;
then the function
m/
X
b
ua;bð~z; l; m; c; t;ZÞeb;
belongs to Eð~z; t; c; ZÞ for all values of the remaining parameters.
Proof. Proposition 4.1 implies that these functions belong to E0ð~z; t; c;
ZÞ: The bound (iii) follows from Lemma 4.7 below. ]
Lemma 4.3. jðlÞ 2 E0ð~z; t; c; ZÞ if and only if epil2=4ZjðlÞ 2 E0ð~z; t;
c  t; ZÞ:
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ipl2
4Z fðlÞ obeys (i) in the deﬁnition of E0ð~z; t;
c  t; ZÞ: Property (ii) follows from the identity
e
pi
4Zð2ZþrþstÞ
2
¼ e2piste
pi
4Zð2ZþrþstÞ
2
;
for r; s 2 Z: ]
For the construction of the integral transform, we will need the following
variant of Proposition 4.2.
Corollary 4.4. The function
l/e
pil
2þm2
4Z
X
a
ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞea;
belongs to E0ð~z; t; t p; ZÞ for all m: The function
m/e
pi
l2þm2
4Z
X
b
ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p;ZÞeb;
belongs to E0ð~z; p; t p; ZÞ for all l:
Proof. An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2. and Lemma
4.3. ]
4.2. The Definition of the Integral Transform
We deﬁne two integral transforms F~z;p;t and *F~z;t;p; then show that they
are inverse to each other. The ﬁrst is j/F~z;p;tðjÞ ¼ #j with
#jcðmÞ ¼
e
pi
m2
4Z
16p2Z
Z
Rþis
Xn
b¼1
jbðnÞQbðn; t; ZÞub;cð~z; n; m; t; p;ZÞepi
n2
4Z dn: ð8Þ
The second is c/ *F~z;t;pðcÞ ¼ $c with
$caðlÞ ¼ epi
l2
4Z
Z
ZRþ *s
Xn
c¼1
ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQcðm; p; ZÞccðmÞepi
m2
4Z dm: ð9Þ
These transformations depend on the choice of a real parameter s or *s: We
say that s is an admissible shift for F if it does not lie in any interval
½Imð2Zþ spÞ; Imð2Zþ spÞ; s 2 Z:
We say that *s is an admissible shift for *F if it is a generic real number.
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(8) is absolutely convergent, independent of the choice of admissible shift and
defines a linear map F~z;p;t : Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ ! Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ: If c 2 Eð~z;
p; t p; ZÞ then integral (9) is absolutely convergent, independent of the
choice of admissible shift and defines a linear map *F~z;t;p : Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ
! Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ: Moreover,
F~z;p;t 8 *F~z;t;p ¼ IdEð~z;p;tp;ZÞ; *F~z;t;p 8F~z;p;t ¼ IdEð~z;t;tp;ZÞ:
The proof of the ﬁrst part of the theorem is contained in the next
subsection. The proof of the inversion formula is deferred to Section 5.4.
This theorem implies a completeness result for the qKZB equations. For
generic~z0 2 Cn; we may consider the qKZB equations on the set~z0 þ ðpZÞn:
Any solution is uniquely determined by its initial condition at~z0: A class of
solutions is given by taking linear combinations of components of the
fundamental hypergeometric solution: Let us say that a solution v is of
hypergeometric type if it is of the form
vaðz; lÞ ¼
Z
g
X
b
%uabðz; l; m; t; p; ZÞFbðmÞ dm;
for some functions FbðmÞ and some cycle g:
Corollary 4.6. Any solution vðz; lÞ with initial condition in e
pil2
4Z Eðz; t;
t p; ZÞ is of hypergeometric type.
More precisely, let ~z0 2 Cn be generic. Suppose j 2 Eð~z0; t; t p; ZÞ
and let #jðmÞ ¼F~z0;p;tðjÞðmÞ: Then, for all ~z 2~z0 þ ðpZÞn; cð~z; mÞ ¼Qn
i¼1 DiðmÞðziz
0
i
Þ=p
#jðmÞ; viewed as a function of m; belongs to Eð~z; p;
t p; ZÞ and the function vð~z; lÞ ¼P vað~z; lÞea; with
vað~z; lÞ ¼
Z
ZRþ *s
X
b
ua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQbðm; p; ZÞepi
m2
4Zcbð~z;mÞ dm;
is, for any generic *s 2 R; a solution of hypergeometric type of the qKZB
equations with modulus t; step p and initial condition vð~z0; lÞ ¼ epi
l2
4ZjðlÞ:
Moreover, for all~z 2~z0 þ ðpZÞn; vð~z; lÞ is independent of the choice of *s; and
eipl
2=4Zvð~z; lÞ belongs to Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ:
Proof. Let dj;aðmÞ denote the eigenvalues of DjðmÞ:
DjðmÞea ¼ dj;aðmÞea:
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then
cað~z; mÞ ¼
Yn
j¼1
dj;aðmÞðziz
0
i
Þ=p
#jaðmÞ:
By the theorem, #j 2 Eð~z0; p; t p; ZÞ: Then c clearly obeys bound (iii) of
the deﬁnition of Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ: The resonance relations (i), (ii) are checked
by inserting the deﬁnitions. For example, for aon we have (using the fact
that ð~z ~z0Þ=p has integral coordinates)
caþ1ð~z; Zsa þ r þ spÞ ¼cað~z; Zsa þ r þ spÞe2pisðz
0
aþ1z0aþZLaþ1þZLaÞ

Y
j
dj;aþ1ðZsa  r  spÞ
dj;aðZsa  r  spÞ
 zjz0j
p
:
On the other hand, the expression in curly brackets is equal to e2pisp if j ¼ a;
to e2pisp if j ¼ a þ 1; and to 1 otherwise. It then follows by Theorem 4.5
that $cð~z; lÞ ¼ eipl2=4Zvð~z; lÞ is in Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ and that the initial
condition $cð~z0Þ ¼ jðlÞ is satisﬁed. v is a solution of hypergeometric
type since the ~z; l-dependent part of the kernel of integration is
1Qi DiðmÞzi=pu which is equal to the fundamental solution %u up
to ~z; l-independent factors, cf. (5). ]
Remarks. (1) The result may be expressed in the following terms: our
generalized Fourier transform maps the qKZB equations to the difference
equations
cð~z þ pdi; mÞ ¼ DiðmÞ1cð~z; mÞ;
which are easily solved, since Di is a diagonal multiplication operator. So the
solution given in the corollary is the Fourier transform of the solution of
this simple system of equations with initial condition given by the inverse
Fourier transform of the given initial condition.
(2) An initial condition at ~z0 uniquely determines a solution only on
the set G ¼~z0 þ ðpZÞn; since solutions deﬁned for all ~z can always be
changed by multiplying by p-periodic functions without changing the initial
condition. However, the formula in Corollary 4.6 gives a solution for all ~z:
On the other hand, it is only for ~z 2~z0 þ ðpZÞn that we know that the
integral is independent of the choice of *s: For general ~z; there is no
cancellation of residues at pairs of poles that would allow us to move the
integration contours, and one should expect that the solution depends on *s:
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inﬁnitely many poles (for generic Z), so one would expect that the solution
depends discontinuously on *s: It would be interesting to understand this
dependence in more detail.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.5
We prove here that the integral transformations are well deﬁned on the
considered spaces.
We start by estimating the integrands.
Lemma 4.7.
jepi
lm
2Zua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞj
4C1 exp p
ðIm lÞ2
Im t
þ C2jIm lj þ p ðIm mÞ
2
Im p
þ C2jIm mj
 !
;
for some C1;C2 > 0 depending on ~z; t; p; Z;K:
For every e > 0;~z; t; p; Z;K there exist constants C3;C4 > 0 such that if the
distance between l and the singularities of Qa is at least e; then
jQaðl; t; ZÞj4C3 exp 2p ðIm lÞ
2
Im t
þ C4jIm lj
 !
:
Proof. The ﬁrst bound is obtained by applying the estimates of Lemma C.1
to integral (4). The second follows using the lower bound in Lemma C.1. ]
In order to show that the integral is independent of the choice of
admissible shift and to bound the integral transform, we will need to shift
the integration contour. The next result shows that this is possible since
poles occur in pairs with opposite residues.
Lemma 4.8. (i) Suppose c ¼P caea 2 Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ: Then for all r; s
2 Z; c ¼ 1; . . . ; n and a ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1;
resm¼Zsaþrþsp e
pil
2þm2
4Z uc;að~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQaðm; p; ZÞcaðmÞ
¼ resm¼Zsaþrþsp epi
l2þm2
4Z uc;aþ1ð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQaþ1ðm; p; ZÞcaþ1ðmÞ;
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pil
2þm2
4Z uc;nð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQnðm; p; ZÞcnðmÞ
¼ resm¼2Zþrþsp epi
l2þm2
4Z uc;1ð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQ1ðm; p; ZÞc1ðmÞ:
(ii) Suppose j ¼P jaea 2 Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ: Then for all r; s 2 Z;
c ¼ 1; . . . ; n and a ¼ 1; . . . ; n  1;
resl¼Zsaþrþst e
pi
l2þm2
4Z ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p;ZÞQaðl; t; ZÞjaðlÞ
¼ resl¼Zsaþrþst epi
l2þm2
4Z uaþ1;cð~z; l; m; t; p;ZÞQaþ1ðl; t; ZÞjaþ1ðlÞ;
resl¼2Zþrþst e
pi
l2þm2
4Z un;cð~z; l; m; t; p;ZÞQnðl; t; ZÞjnðlÞ
¼ resl¼2Zþrþst epi
l2þm2
4Z u1;cð~z; l; m; t; p;ZÞQ1ðl; p; ZÞj1ðlÞ:
Proof. A straightforward calculation. ]
Proof of the first part of Theorem 4.5. It follows from Proposition 4.2
that the integrand in (8) has only simple poles at 2Zþ Zþ tZ: If s is an
admissible shift then the integration contour stays away from the
singularities and we can use the estimates of Lemma 4.7. The integrand is
then the product of a function growing at most like eCjnj times epin
2=4Z which
for Im Zo0 converges very rapidly to zero in the real direction. So the
integrand is an L1 function. Moreover by Lemma 4.8, the residue at 2Zþ
r þ st is opposite to the residue at 2Zþ r þ st: It follows that the
integration contour can me moved across each of these pairs of singularities
without changing the value of the integral. This shows that the integral is
independent of the choice of admissible shift.
Let us next show that #j deﬁned by (8) belongs to Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ:
Properties (i) and (ii) follow from Corollary 4.4, and we are left with the
proof of (iii). For this we shift variables: let u0a;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ ¼
e
ip
lm
4Zua;bð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞ: Then,
#jcðmÞ ¼
1
16p2Z
Z
Rþis
Xn
b¼1
jbðnþ mÞQbðn m; t; ZÞ
 u0b;cð~z; n m; m; t; p;ZÞe
pin
2
4Z dn:
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independence on the choice of s we may choose it to lie in the interval
½0; Im t say.
Then Lemma 4.7 yields
j #jcðmÞj4
ep
ðIm mÞ2
Im t
16p2jZj
Z
Rþis
Xn
b¼1
CeC
0 jmnjjepi
n2
4Zj dn:
The triangle inequality jm nj4jmj þ jnj and the Gaussian integral over n
give estimate (iii) in the deﬁnition of Eð~z; p; t p; ZÞ:
The proof that (9) deﬁnes a function in Eð~z; t; t p; ZÞ is analogous with a
little difference. Now the integration contour is parallel to the line 2ZR: So if
the shift *s is generic it will not meet the singular set S ¼ f2Zg þ Zþ pZ of
the integrand. However, it will come arbitrarily close to these singularities.
Still, the integral is absolutely convergent, since the distance to the singular
set decreases polynomially: distðm;SÞ5constð1þ jmjÞa for some a > 0: This
implies that the divergence coming from the poles close to the integration
contour is at most polynomial. This does not spoil the integrability which is
due to the exponential decay of expðipm2=4ZÞ: ]
5. CALCULATIONS
5.1. The Heat Equation
Here we prove Theorem 2.1.
The statement of the theorem is
ua;bð~z; l; n; t; p; ZÞ
¼  e
4piZ
2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p ei
p
4Zðl
2þn2Þ
Z
ZRþ *s
Xn
c¼1
ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p þ t; ZÞ
 Qcðm; tþ p; ZÞe
ipm2
4Z uc;bð~z;m; n; tþ p; p; ZÞ dm: ð10Þ
We proceed to evaluate the right-hand side. The m-dependent part may be
simpliﬁed by using the following identity:
Lemma 5.1.
Xn
c¼1
o_c ðt;~z; m; tþ p; ZÞQcðm; tþ p; ZÞocðs;~z;m; tþ p; ZÞ
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0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðm 2Z; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ
Yn
j¼1
yðt  zj þ ZLj; tþ pÞ
yðt  zj  ZLj; tþ pÞ
 yðmþ 2Zþ t  s; tþ pÞy
0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðmþ 2Z; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ
Yn
j¼1
yðs  zj þ ZLj ; tþ pÞ
yðs  zj  ZLj ; tþ pÞ:
Proof. Consider each term in the sum on the left as a function of m: it is
periodic with period one and as m is replaced by mþ tþ p; it is multiplied by
expð2piðt  sÞÞ: The poles of the term labeled by c are at m ¼ mc ¼
2Z 2ZPjoc Lj and at m ¼ mc  2ZLc ¼ mcþ1 modulo Zþ ðtþ pÞZ: The
most general form of a meromorphic function of m with these properties is
Ac
yðm mc þ t  s; tþ pÞy0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðm mc; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ
þ Bc yðm mcþ1 þ t  s; tþ pÞy
0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðm mcþ1; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ
:
The coefﬁcients are determined by comparing the residues at the poles:
Ac ¼o_c ðt;~z; mc; tþ p; ZÞocðs;~z;mc; tþ p; ZÞ
¼
Yn
j¼c
yðt  zj þ ZLj; tþ pÞ
yðt  zj  ZLj; tþ pÞ
Yc1
j¼1
yðs  zj þ ZLj; tþ pÞ
yðs  zj  ZLj; tþ pÞ:
Similarly, one determines Bc which turns out to be equal to Acþ1: It
follows that in the sum over c only two terms are not canceled and we obtain
our claim. ]
The products of ratios of theta functions in the above identity may be
absorbed into the phase functions OZLj by means of their functional relation
(A.6). The right-hand side of (10) is then
e
ip
2Zln
2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p
Z
e
ip
4ZðlnþmÞ
2
oaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞo_b ðs;~z; n; p; ZÞ

Yn
j¼1
ðOZLj ðt  zj þ t; t; tþ pÞOZLj ðs  zj; tþ p; pÞÞ
"
 yðm 2Zþ t  s; tþ pÞy
0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðm 2Z; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ
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Yn
j¼1
ðOZLj ðt  zj ; t; tþ pÞOZLj ðs  zj þ p; tþ p; pÞÞ
 yðmþ 2Zþ t  s; tþ pÞy
0ð0; tþ pÞ
yðmþ 2Z; tþ pÞyðt  s; tþ pÞ

dt ds dm: ð11Þ
The next thing to note is that if we change variables in the ﬁrst of these two
terms by replacing t by t  t; s by s þ p and m by mþ 4Z; we obtain exactly
the second term up to a sign! Indeed, the shift of t in oa produces a factor
e2piðlþ2ZÞ; the shift of s in o_b produces a factor e
2piðnþ2ZÞ and we get an
additional e2pim from shifting the argument t  s in the ratio of theta
function in the square bracket. These factors are canceled by the shift of m in
the exponential function.
To compute this integral we therefore have to carefully consider the
deformation of integration contours involved in the change of variables. As
we shall see, this deformation produces a residue at the pole t ¼ s:
For these considerations we assume that ImðZLjÞ > N; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; for
some N > 0 large compared to t; p; and that the points zj are on the real
axis. The general case can then be obtained by analytic continuation. In this
range of parameters, the integration cycles for the t and s integration is the
interval ½0; 1: The integrand, viewed as a function of t or s; is then regular in
the strip ImðtÞ; ImðsÞ 2 ðN;NÞ: The ﬁrst term in (11), however, has
additional poles at t ¼ s þ aþ bðtþ pÞ; ða; b 2 ZÞ: To deal with these poles
we move slightly the s-integration cycle into the upper half plane. After the
change of variable, in the ﬁrst term in (11), %t ¼ t þ t; %s ¼ s  p; the new
variables are integrated over %t 2 tþ ½0; 1; %s 2 p þ ieþ ½0; 1 for some
small e > 0: The ﬁrst term becomes then equal to the minus the second term
in (11) after deforming the integration cycles to the original position, but
during this deformation we encounter the pole at t ¼ s: Therefore, we obtain
a residue
ð11Þ ¼ iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p e
ip
2Zln
Z
e
 ip
4ZðlnþmÞ
2
oaðs;~z; l; t; ZÞo_b ðs;~z; n; p; ZÞ

Yn
j¼1
OZLj ðs  zj; t; tþ pÞOZLj ðs  zj þ p; tþ p; pÞ ds dm:
Using identity (A.6) and
iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p
Z
ZR
e
 ip
4ZðlnþmÞ
2
dm ¼ 1; Im Zo0;
we see that this expression reduces to uð~z; l; n; t; p; ZÞ; completing the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
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Here we present the proof of Theorem 3.3(i). The assumption that
ImðZt=pÞo0 implies that the integration over m on the path x/Zx þ e;
x 2 R; converges absolutely: the singularities of Q are avoided for generic e;
and at inﬁnity the factor expðiptm2=4ZpÞ converges very fast to zero. To
get the identity as stated in the theorem, one uses the following simple
properties of ra:
ra
l
t
;
~z
t
;1
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼ raðl;~z; t; ZÞ1;
r_b
n
p
;
~z
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

rb 
n
p
;
~z
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

¼ e
2pi
pt ðn2Zþ2Z
Pb1
1
LjÞðn2Zþ2Z
Pb
1
LjÞ:
Let us proceed with the proof. We insert on the left-hand side the
hypergeometric integral for ua;c and uc;b and call the integration variables t
and s; respectively. It will be convenient to make the change of variables
s ! s=p: To apply Lemma 5.1, we use the transformation properties of
weight functions:
oc
s
p
;
~z
p
;m
p
;1
p
;
Z
p
	 

¼ rcðm;~z; p; ZÞ1e
pi
p
ð2s
P
j
zjLjÞðm2ZÞocðs;~z;m; p; ZÞ: ð12Þ
A similar formula involving r_b gives the transformation behavior of o
_
b :
Using Lemma 5.1 and the functional relation (A.5) of Oa; we get
Xn
c¼1
Z
ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞuc;b ~z
p
;m
p
;
n
p
;1
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

 Qcðm; p; ZÞrcðm;~z; p; ZÞe
pitm2
4Zp dm
¼ 1
p
Z
oaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞo_b ðs=p;~z=p; n=p;t=p; Z=pÞe
 ip
2Zðln=pÞm


Fðm; t; sÞe4piZ  Fðmþ 4Z; t  t; s  tÞ
 e
2pit
p
ðmþ2ZÞ4piZ
p

dt ds e
pit
4Zpm
2
dm; ð13Þ
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Fðm; t; sÞ ¼ yðm 2Zþ t  s; pÞy
0ð0; pÞ
yðm 2Z; pÞyðt  s; pÞ e
pi
p
ð2s
Pn
j¼1 zjLjÞðm2ZÞ

Yn
j¼1
OZLj ðt  zj þ t; p; tÞOZ
p
Lj
s  zj
p
;1
p
;t
p
	 

:
As in the proof of the heat equation, the two terms in this equation cancel
after formally changing variables t/t  t; s/s  t; m/mþ 4Z in the ﬁrst
term. However, we have to carefully see what happens to the integration
cycles after this change of variables. We consider the region of parameters
where zj 2 R; ImðZLjÞ40 and p=24argðpÞ > argðtÞ > 0:
Then the original integration contours may be chosen to be the interval
½0; 1: For z 2 C; let us denote by gz the path
r/rz; r 2 ½0; 1:
After the change of variable s ! s=p; the s integration contour becomes the
path gp:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that p; t are complex numbers in the upper
half plane. Let f ðt; sÞ be a meromorphic function of two variables such that
f ðt þ 1; sÞ ¼ f ðt; s þ pÞ ¼ f ðt; sÞ and such that aðt; sÞ ¼ ðt  sÞf ðt; sÞ is regular
in a domain containing
fðt þ rt; sp þ rtÞ j t; r; s 2 ½0; 1g:
ThenZ
g1gp
f ðt þ t; s þ tÞ dt ^ ds ¼
Z
g1gp
f ðt; sÞ dt ^ ds þ 2pi
Z
gt
aðt; tÞ dt;
and all integrals are absolutely convergent.
Proof. Since p is not real, the integration contours intersect transver-
sally, so that f ðt; sÞ (which has at most a simple pole on the diagonal) is
absolutely integrable. More generally, with our assumption on the regularity
of f ; the integral
Ir ¼
Z
g1gp
f ðt þ rt; s þ rtÞ dt ^ ds
is absolutely convergent for all r 2 ½0; 1: Let, for e > 0; De be the
integration domain obtained from g1  gp by removing the points where
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IrðeÞ ¼
Z
De
f ðt þ rt; s þ rtÞ dt ^ ds:
Then I1  I0 ¼ lime!0
R 1
0
d
dr
IrðeÞ dr: We have
d
dr
IrðeÞ ¼  t
Z
De
dðf ðt þ rt; s þ rtÞðdt  dsÞÞ
¼  t
Z
@De
f ðt þ rt; s þ rtÞðdt  dsÞ
¼  t
Z
@De
aðt þ rt; s þ rtÞ dt  ds
t  s
¼ t
Z
juj¼e
aðu þ rt; rtÞ du
u
þ OðeÞ
¼ 2pitaðrt; rtÞ;
from which the claim follows immediately. In the application of Stokes’
theorem above, the other boundary components of @De do not contribute
since the function is periodic. The remaining component is homotopic to a
circle with negative orientation, which explains the change of sign. ]
Applying this lemma to our situation after shifting m by 4Z in the ﬁrst term
yields
ð13Þ ¼ 1
p
Z Z1
Z1
Z
gt
oaðt;~z; l; t; ZÞo_b ðt=p;~z=p; n=p;t=p; Z=pÞe
 ip
2Zðln=pÞm
4piZ
p
 e
pi
p
ð2t
P
j
zjLjÞðmþ2ZÞYn
j¼1
OZLj ðt  zj; p; tÞOZ
p
Lj
t  zj  t
p
;1
p
;t
p
	 

dt
 e
pit
4Zpm
2
dm:
Now the Gaussian integral over m along ZR may be performed explicitly,
and our claim follows from (A.13) and (12).
5.3. Second Modular Relation
Here we present the proof of Theorem 3.3(ii) which is parallel to the proof
of Theorem 3.3(i).
The assumption that ImðZp=tÞo0 implies that the integration over m over
the path x/Zx þ e; x 2 R; converges absolutely: the singularities of Q are
avoided for generic e; and at inﬁnity the factor expðippm2=4ZtÞ converges
very fast to zero.
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uc;b and call the integration variables t and s; respectively. It will be
convenient to make the change of variables t ! t=t: To apply Lemma 5.1,
we use the transformation properties of weight functions:
o_c
t
t
;
~z
t
;
m
t
;1
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼ r_c ðm;~z; t; ZÞ1e
pi
t ð2t
P
j
zjLjÞðmþ2ZÞo_c ðt;~z; m; t; ZÞ: ð14Þ
We have
Xn
c¼1
Z
ua;c
~z
t
;
l
t
;
m
t
;p
t
;1
t
;
Z
t
	 

uc;bð~z;m; n; t; p; ZÞ
 Qcðm; t; ZÞr_c ðm;~z; t; ZÞ e
ipp
4Ztm
2
dm
¼ 1
t
Z
oaðt=t;~z=t; l=t;p=t; Z=tÞo_b ðs;~z; n; p; ZÞe
ip
2Zðl=tnÞm
 ½Fðm; t; sÞe
4piZ
t Fðmþ4Z; tþp; sþpÞe
2pip
t ðm2ZÞ4piZ dt ds e
pip
4Ztm
2
dm;
where
Fðm; t; sÞ ¼ yðm 2Zþ t  s; tÞy
0ð0; tÞ
yðm 2Z; tÞyðt  s; tÞ e
pi
t ð2t
Pn
j¼1 zjLjÞðmþ2ZÞ

Yn
j¼1
OZ
tLj
t  zj  p
t
;p
t
;1
t
	 

OZLj ðs  zj; t; pÞ:
The two terms on the right-hand side of this equation cancel after formally
changing variables t/t  p; s/s  p; m/m 4Z in the second term.
However, we have to carefully see what happens to the ðt; sÞ integration
cycle after this change of variables.
We consider the region of parameters where zj 2 R; ImðZLjÞ40 and
p=24argðtÞ > argðpÞ > 0: In this case, the ðt; sÞ integration cycle is the
product of paths gt  g1:
Applying to this situation Lemma 5.2 after decreasing m by 4Z; we see that
the left-hand side of the new modular relation is equal to
2pi
t
Z Z1
Z1
Z
gp
oaðt=t;~z=t; l=t;p=t; Z=tÞo_b ðt;~z; n; p; ZÞe
 ip
2Zðl=tnÞme
pip
4Ztm
2
 e
4piZ
t e
pi
t ð2t
Pn
j¼1 zjLjÞðmþ2ZÞ
Yn
j¼1
OZ
tLj
t  zj  p
t
;p
t
;1
t
	 

OZLj ðs  zj; t; pÞ:
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and our claim follows from (A.13) and (12).
5.4. The Inversion Formulae
Here we conclude the proof of Theorem 4.5. We have to prove the
identities
1
16p2Z
Z
Rþis
Xn
c¼1
uc;að~z;m; l; p; t;ZÞuc;bð~z; m; n; p; t; ZÞQcðm; p; ZÞ dm
¼ dabdðlþ nÞ
Qbðn; t; ZÞ ; ð15Þ
1
16p2Z
Z
ZRþ *s
Xn
c¼1
ua;cð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞub;cð~z; n;m; t; p;ZÞQcðm; p; ZÞ dm
¼ dabdðlþ nÞ
Qbðn; t; ZÞ : ð16Þ
We give a proof of the ﬁrst of these identities. The second is treated in a
similar way.
As in the proof of the heat equation, the m-dependent part of the
integrand may be simpliﬁed by collecting the terms with the same poles, and
using the functional relation of Oa; with the result:
1
16p2Z
Z Xn
c¼1
uc;að~z;m; l; p; t;ZÞuc;bð~z; m; n; p; t; ZÞQcðm; p; ZÞ dm
¼
Z
o_a ðt;~z; l; t;ZÞo_b ðs;~z; n; t; ZÞe
ip
2ZðlþnÞm
 yðmþ 2Zþ s  t; pÞy
0ð0; pÞ
yðmþ 2Z; pÞyðs  t; pÞ
Yn
j¼1
OZLj ðt  zj; p; tÞOZLj ðs  zj ; p; tÞ
"
þ yðm 2Zþ s  t; pÞy
0ð0; pÞ
yðm 2Z; pÞyðs  t; pÞ
Yn
j¼1
OZLj ðt  zj þ t; p; tÞ
 OZLj ðs  zj þ t; p; tÞ

dt ds dm: ð17Þ
As in the proof of the heat equation, the two terms in this equation cancel
after formally changing variables t/t  t; s/s  t; m/mþ 4Z in the
second term. However, we have to carefully see what happens to the
integration cycles after this change of variables. We consider a region of
parameters where zj 2 R and Z; t are small compared to 1, ImðpÞ and to the
distance between the zj: We study the singularities of the integrand and the
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of uð~z; m; n; p; t; ZÞ are at s ¼ zj  ZLj  kt lp and at s ¼ zj þ ZLj þ ktþ lp
ðk; l 2 Z50Þ: The cycle for the integration over s goes below zj þ ZLj and
above zj  ZLj: The poles of the integrand of uð~z;m; l; p; t;ZÞ in the
vicinity of zj are at t ¼ zj þ ZLj  kt lp and at t ¼ zj  ZLj þ ktþ lp
(k; l 2 Z50). The t integration cycle goes above zj þ ZLj and below zj  ZLj:
These integration contours are depicted in Fig. 2.
To treat the two terms on the right-hand side of (17) separately, we split
the contour for the t integration into two pieces, as shown in Fig. 3. Then
the integration cycle does not meet the additional poles at t ¼ s of both
terms.ηΛjjz  - 
ηΛjjz  - −τ
ηΛjjz +
FIG. 2. The integration cycle. The solid line is the contour for the integration over t and the
dashed line is the contour of integration for s: They are oriented from left to right. The symbols
 and þ indicate the poles of the integrand as a function of t and as a function of s; respectively.
The points zj  ZLj are poles for both variables.
ηΛjjz  - 
ηΛjjz  - −τ
ηΛjjz +
FIG. 3. The integration cycle of Fig. 2 can be deformed to this cycle. The circle around
zj  ZLj is oriented counterclockwise.
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regular at zj  ZLj so that the circle around this point does not contribute.
In Fig. 4 the remaining integration cycle is shown, along with the position of
the poles for t and s:
After changing variables t/t  t; s/s  t; m/mþ 4Z in the second
term of (17) the integrand of the second term becomes equal to the ﬁrst one,
but the integration contour are shifted: the m-integration cycle can be
deformed back to the original one without encountering singularities. The
cycle for the t and s integration is depicted in Fig. 5.ηΛjjz  - 
ηΛjjz  - −τ
ηΛjjz +
FIG. 4. In the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (17) the integrand is more regular and the
cycle may be replaced by this one.
ηΛjjz  - 
ηΛjjz  - −τ
ηΛjjz +
FIG. 5. This is the integration cycle after the shift of the variables t and s in the second term.
The poles of the result are indicated by the symbols ;þ as in the preceding ﬁgures.
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In so doing, we pick the residue at t ¼ zj  ZLj þ t of the residue at s ¼ t: At
this point, we may use identity (A.14). The result is
ð17Þ ¼ð2piÞ
2
16p2Z
rest¼zjZLjþt o
_
a ðt;~z; l; t;ZÞo_b ðt;~z; n; t; ZÞ
Z
e
 ip
2ZðlþnÞm dm
¼ rest¼zjZLj o_a ðt;~z; l; t;ZÞo_b ðt;~z; n; t; ZÞdðlþ nÞ:
The residue may be computed at zj  ZLj since its argument is t-periodic.
Our claim follows then from the
Lemma 5.3.
Xn
j¼1
rest¼zjZLjo
_
a ðt;~z; l; t;ZÞo_b ðt;~z;l; t; ZÞ ¼ dabQaðl; t; ZÞ1:
Proof. This formula can be deduced from the more general result in
[TV], formula (C.4). For the sake of completeness, we include the simple
proof in this special case. The product of weight functions of which we
compute the residue is an elliptic function of t whose simple poles in a
fundamental domain are in the set fzj  ZLj; j ¼ 1; . . . ; ng:
If a > b; then the function is regular at zj  ZLj; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; so the
residues vanish. If aob; then the function is regular at zj þ ZLj: Therefore,
the sum of the residues in the claim is the sum over the residues at all poles
and vanishes by the residue theorem.
If a ¼ b; only the residue at t ¼ za  ZLa gives a non-vanishing
contribution, which is easily evaluated, and gives Qaðl; t; ZÞ1: ]
6. SLð3;ZÞ-IDENTITIES FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC INTEGRALS
In this section, we recast our results into a form which shows the analogy
with the identities discovered in [FV2] for the elliptic gamma function. In
[FV2] we showed that the elliptic gamma function is a ‘‘degree 1’’
generalized Jacobi modular function for the group G ¼ SLð3;ZÞrZ3: This
amounts to the identities of Theorem 6.1 below. The hypergeometric
integral u obeys a non-Abelian version of these identities. We also discuss
the geometric interpretation of these identities: they can be interpreted as the
projective ﬂatness of a discrete connection on a vector bundle over a suitable
G-space, see also [FV4]. As in the case of Gamma functions these properties
are more transparent if we rewrite the identities, which we formulate in 6.2
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is then linear. The next step, as in the case of G; is to extend the range of
parameter to a G-space, as the condition of positivity of imaginary parts is
not preserved by the action. This can be done in a surprisingly easy way by
reﬂection arguments. We do it in the simplest case of one tensor factor in
6.5. After this is done, we rewrite the identities as the projective ﬂatness of
an SLð3;ZÞ-Connection in 6.6.
6.1. Identities for the Elliptic Gamma Function
We ﬁrst recall the properties of the elliptic gamma function that are
relevant here. More details are included in Appendix A.
Theorem 6.1 (Felder and Varchenko [FV1]). The elliptic gamma func-
tion, defined by the formula
Gðz; t; pÞ ¼
Y1
j;k¼0
1 e2piððjþ1Þtþðkþ1ÞpzÞ
1 e2piðjtþkpþzÞ ;
for ImðtÞ; ImðpÞ > 0; obeys the following identities:
Gðz þ 1; t; pÞ ¼ Gðz; t; pÞ; ð18Þ
Gðz þ p; t; pÞ ¼ y0ðz; tÞGðz; t; pÞ; ð19Þ
Gðz þ t; t; pÞ ¼ y0ðz; pÞGðz; t; pÞ; ð20Þ
Gðz; tþ 1; pÞ ¼ Gðz; t; p þ 1Þ ¼ Gðz; t; pÞ; ð21Þ
Gðz; tþ p; pÞ ¼ Gðz; t; pÞ
Gðz þ t; t; p þ tÞ; ð22Þ
Gðz=t;1=t; p=tÞ ¼ eipQðz;t;pÞGððz  tÞ=p;t=p;1=pÞGðz; t; pÞ; ð23Þ
for some Q 2 Qðt; pÞ½z given in Appendix A.
In fact, G is also deﬁned for negative imaginary parts of t and p by a
reﬂection procedure, see Section A.5, and the above identities continue to
hold in this wider range of parameters.
Q-DEFORMED KZB HEAT EQUATION 2576.2. Identities for Hypergeometric Integrals
Let Edð~z; t; c; ZÞ be the space of functions j 2 E0ð~z; t; c; ZÞ such that there
exist constants C1;C2 > 0 (depending on j) such that
je
pidl2
4Z jaðlÞj4C1 exp p
ðIm lÞ2
Im t
þ C2jlj
 !
;
for all a ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
For d ¼ 0 we have constructed examples of functions in Ed in Proposition
4.2.
Proposition 6.2. Let FSð~z; t; c; ZÞ; FTðZÞ be the operators acting on
VK½0-valued functions jðlÞ ¼
Pn
a¼1 jaðlÞea as
ðFSð~z; t; c; ZÞjÞaðlÞ ¼ e
picl
2
4Zt raðl;~z; t; ZÞja
l
t
	 

;
ðFTðZÞjÞaðlÞ ¼ e
pil
2
4Z jaðlÞ;
ðFCjÞaðlÞ ¼jaðlÞ:
Then these operators restrict to isomorphisms
FSð~z; t; c; ZÞ : Ed ~zt;
1
t
;
c
t
;
Z
t
	 

!Edþc
t
ð~z; t; c; ZÞ;
FTðZÞ : Edð~z; t; c; ZÞ !Edþ1ð~z; t; c þ t; ZÞ;
FC : Edð~z; t;c;ZÞ !Edð~z; t; c; ZÞ:
Then Theorem 4.5 about the Fourier transform may be reformulated, in a
slightly generalized form, as follows:
Proposition 6.3. The operator
ðVð~z; t; p; ZÞjÞaðlÞ ¼
Z Xn
b¼1
uabð~z; l; m; t; p; ZÞQbðm; p; ZÞjbðmÞ dm;
is an invertible linear map from Edð~z; p; t; ZÞ onto E1=dð~z; t;p; ZÞ:
The properties of the universal hypergeometric function may then be
expressed as relations for these operators: ﬁrst of all the analogue of
identities (18)–(20) are the qKZB and mirror qKZB equations (3). The
remaining identities are given by the following result.
FELDER AND VARCHENKO258Theorem 6.4. (i) Edð~z; tþ r; p þ s; ZÞ ¼ Edð~z; t; p; ZÞ; if r; s 2 Z: The
identities
Vð~z; tþ 1; p; ZÞ ¼ Vð~z; t; p þ 1; ZÞ ¼ Vð~z; t; p; ZÞ
hold in HomðEdð~z; p;t; ZÞ;E1=dð~z; t; p; ZÞÞ:
(ii) The identity
Vð~z; t; p; ZÞ ¼ cTFT ðZÞVð~z; t; tþ p; ZÞFTðZÞVð~z; tþ p; p; ZÞFTðZÞ
holds in HomðEdð~z; p; t; ZÞ;E1=dð~z; t;p; ZÞÞ with
cT ¼  e
4piZ
2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4iZ
p :
(iii) The identity
FSð~z; t;p; ZÞV ~zt;
1
t
;
p
t
;
Z
t
	 

FS
~z
t
;
p
t
;1
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼ cSVð~z; t; p; ZÞFSð~z; p; t; ZÞV ~z
p
;1
p
;t
p
;
Z
p
	 

holds in HomðEdð~z=p;t=p;1=p; Z=pÞ;Ed0 ð~z; t;p; ZÞÞ with d0 ¼ pd=
ð1 tdÞ and
cS ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ip
4Zt
s
e
piZ
3ptð3
P
jok LjLkðzjzkÞ
2þ2ð
Pn
j¼1 Z
2L3j þt2þp23pþ3tþ3tpþ1ÞÞ:
Proof. Statement (i) is trivial. Statement (ii) is a reformulation of
Theorem 2.1 and (iii) is a reformulation of Theorem 3.3. ]
6.3. The Universal Hypergeometric Function for One Tensor Factor
For simplicity, we assume from now on that the tensor product VL of sl2
representations consists of one factor which is the three-dimensional
representation V2: In this case, the universal hypergeometric function does
not depend on z1 and is a scalar function,
uðl; m; t; p; ZÞ ¼ e
iplm
2Z
Z
C
O2Zðt; t; pÞ yðlþ t; tÞyðmþ t; pÞyðt  2Z; tÞyðt  2Z; pÞ dt: ð24Þ
The integration cycle C is as in Section 2: in this case it can be deﬁned to be
the interval ½0; 1 if Z has positive imaginary part. For general Z; the integral
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as in Fig. 1. The resulting function is a meromorphic function on C C
Hþ  Hþ  C; where Hþ denotes the open upper half-plane. This function
is regular as long as the integration cycle is not pinched between poles of the
integrand. As these poles are at ð2Zþ rtþ sp þ tÞ; r; s 2 Z50; t 2 Z; u is
regular if 4Z does not belong to the set Ztþ Zp þ Z:
The following is an interesting alternative formula for the function u:
uðl; m; t; p; ZÞ ¼  Gð4Z; t; pÞQ1
j¼1½ð1 e2pijtÞð1 e2pijpÞ
e
pi2Zðlþ2ZÞðmþ2ZÞ

X1
j;k¼0
e2piðjlþkmÞþð2jþ1Þð2kþ1ÞZ
 y0ðlþ 2Zþ kp; tÞy0ðmþ 2Zþ jt; pÞ

Yk1
l¼0
y0ðlp þ 4Z; tÞ
y0ððl þ 1Þp; tÞ
Yj1
l¼0
y0ðltþ 4Z; pÞ
y0ððl þ 1Þt; pÞ;
where y0ðz; tÞ ¼
Q1
j¼0ð1 e2piðjtþzÞÞð1 e2piððjþ1ÞtzÞÞ; see Appendix A. This
formula can be proved by moving C to inﬁnity and picking up the residues
at the poles, and is valid in a certain region of parameter space. We will not
use this formula in this paper.
The Shapovalov form is
Qðl; t; ZÞ ¼ yð4Z; tÞy
0ð0; tÞ
yðl 2Z; tÞyðlþ 2Z; tÞ:
6.4. Spaces and Operators
Consider C3 and the projectivization of the dual space, PðC3Þn: Consider
W  ðC 0Þ3  PðC3Þn where
W ¼ fððx1; x2; x3Þ; ðy1 : y2 : y3ÞÞ j x1y1 þ x2y2 þ x3y3 ¼ 0g:
The natural projection W ! C3  0 is a projective line bundle. The group
SLð3;ZÞ acts on W ; g : ðx; yÞ/ðgx; ðgtÞ1yÞ for g 2 SLð3;ZÞ:
For ðx; yÞ 2 W such that Im x1=x3a0; y2a0 introduce the space of
functions
Eðx; yÞ ¼
fvðlÞ j vðx3lÞ 2 Ed¼y1=y2ðx1x3; x2x3; 12x3Þg; if Im x1x3 > 0;
fvðlÞ j vðx3lÞ 2 Ed¼y1=y2ðx1x3;
x2
x3
; 1
2x3
Þg; if Im x1
x3
o0:
(
Thus, Eðx; yÞ consists of entire holomorphic functions vðlÞ obeying the
resonance relation vð1þ rx3 þ sx1Þ ¼ e2pisð2sþx2Þ=x3vð1þ rx3 þ sx1Þ; where
FELDER AND VARCHENKO260s is the sign of Im x1=x3; and the bound
jvðlÞe
piy1l2
2x3y2 j4C1 exp p
ðIm l
x3
Þ2
jIm x1
x3
j þ C2jlj
 !
; ð25Þ
for some constants C1;C2 > 0: Note that
Eðx1; x2; x3; y1; y2; y3Þ ¼ Eðx1; x2;x3;y1; y2;y3Þ:
For Im x1
x3
> 0; Im x2
x3
> 0; introduce an integral operator Uðx1; x2; x3Þ
acting on functions in Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ as
Uðx1; x2; x3ÞvðlÞ ¼ e
pi
x3
2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ix3
p
Z
u
l
x3
;
m
x3
;
x1
x3
;
x2
x3
;
1
2x3
	 

Q
m
x3
;
x2
x3
;
1
2x3
	 

vðmÞ dm:
The integration path is given as follows. Suppose ﬁrst that jx2j; jx3j41:
Then the integration is over a straight line which does not intersect
the segments joining 1þ rx2 þ sx3 to 1þ rx2 þ sx3 (r; s 2 Z) and
such that the integrand decays exponentially at inﬁnity along it. Such a
path exists as the integrand behaves as expðconst m2Þ at inﬁnity, which
decays for m in a cone. The resonance relation implies that the integrand has
opposite residue at the pairs 1þ rx2 þ sx3; so that, up to sign, the integral
is independent of the choice of path. For x2; x3 general, the integral is
deﬁned by analytic continuation. The operator is deﬁned up to multi-
plication by 1 since one needs to choose a square root and an orientation
of the path.
We assume that
2 =2 Zx1 þ Zx2 þ Zx3:
This ensures that Uðx1; x2; x3Þ is well deﬁned. Indeed, the integration
kernel (24) deﬁning U is regular at points obeying this condition by the
discussion of Section 6.3 above. Moreover, this condition implies that in the
integral over m deﬁning U ; the integration contour is not pinched between
poles.
Proposition 6.3 states that Uðx1; x2; x3Þ is an invertible linear map
Uðx1; x2; x3Þ : Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ ! Eðx1;x2; x3; y1;y2; y3Þ;
if Im x1
x3
> 0; Im x2
x3
> 0:
Introduce operators aðx3Þ; bðx1;x2; x3Þ where
aðx3ÞvðlÞ ¼ e
ip
x3
ð1
2
l21
3
Þ
vðlÞ;
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pi
x2x3
ðx1ð12l
21
3
Þþl21Þþ 2pi
9x1x2x3vðlÞ if Im x2
x3
> 0;
bðx1; x2; x3ÞvðlÞ ¼ e
pi
x2x3
ðx1ð12l
213Þl
2þ1Þþ 2pi9x1x2x3vðlÞ if Im x2
x3
o0:
The l-independent terms in a and b were added to simplify relations
(1)–(4) below, which would otherwise only hold up to factors depending
on x:
Proposition 6.5. The operators a and b are isomorphisms
aðx3Þ : Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ ! Eðx2; x1 þ x2; x3; y2  y1; y1; y3Þ;
bðx1; x2; x3Þ : Eðx3; x1;x2; y3; y1;y2Þ ! Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ;
for all ðx; yÞ 2 W for which they are defined.
Proof. The statement for a is easily checked inserting the deﬁnitions.
The fact that b respects the resonance relation is also easily checked.
We are left to prove that v obeys bound (25) if and only if bv does. Let us
prove the only if part in the case where x2=x3 has positive imaginary
part. The other cases are proved in the same way. So we assume that
jexpðpiy3l2=2x2y1ÞvðlÞj4C1 expðp ðIm l=x2Þ
2
Imðx3=x2Þ þ C2jljÞ: It follows using the
relation
P
xiyi ¼ 0 that v0 ¼ bðx1; x2; x3Þv obeys the bound jexpðpiy2l2=
2x3y1 þ pil2=x2x3Þv0ðlÞj4C01expðp ðIm l=x2Þ
2
Imðx3=x2Þ þ C2jljÞ: The claim then
follows from the identity
Im
l2
x2x3
¼ ðIm
l
x3
Þ2
Im x2
x3
 ðIm
l
x2
Þ2
Im  x3
x2
: ]
Theorems 2.2, 3.3 and 4.5 take the form of identities:
(1) The q-heat equation,
aðx3ÞUðx1; x1 þ x2; x3Þ aðx3ÞUðx1 þ x2; x2; x3Þ aðx3Þ ¼ Uðx1; x2; x3Þ;
holds on Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ; if Imx1x3 > 0; Im x2x3 > 0:
(2) The first modular equation,
Uðx1; x2;x3Þbðx1; x2; x3ÞUðx3;x1; x2Þ
¼ bðx2; x1; x3ÞUðx3; x2; x1Þ bðx3; x2; x1Þ;
holds on Eðx1;x3; x2;y1;y3; y2Þ if Imx1x3 > 0; Imx2x3 > 0; Imx2x1 > 0:
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Uðx2;x3; x1Þbðx2;x3; x1ÞUðx1; x2; x3Þ
¼ bðx3; x2;x1ÞUðx1;x3; x2Þ bðx1; x3;x2Þ;
holds on Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ if Im x1x3 > 0; Imx2x3 > 0; Imx1x2 > 0:
(4) The inversion relation,
Uðx1; x2; x3ÞUðx2;x1;x3Þ ¼ 1;
holds on Eðx1;x2;x3;y1;y2;y3Þ if Imx1x3 > 0; Im
x2
x3
> 0:
Note that each of the operators U in these identities is deﬁned up to
multiplication by 1; so the right-hand side of each of the identities is equal
to the left-hand side up to multiplication by 1:
6.5. New Range of Parameters
Extend the deﬁnition of the operator Uðx1; x2; x3Þ from the domain
Imx1
x3
> 0; Imx2
x3
> 0 to the domain x1=x3; x2=x3 2 C R by the
formulas
Uðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼Uðx2;x1; x3Þ1 if Im x1
x3
o0; Im x2
x3
> 0;
Uðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼Uðx2; x1; x3Þ1 if Im x1
x3
> 0; Im
x2
x3
o0;
Uðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼Uðx1;x2; x3Þ if Im x1
x3
o0; Im x2
x3
o0:
Theorem 6.6. (i) For any ðx; yÞ 2 W such that x1=x3; x2=x3 2 C R and
2 =2 Zx1 þ Zx2 þ Zx3; the operator UðxÞ defines an invertible linear map
Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ ! Eðx1;x2; x3; y1;y2; y3Þ:
(ii) Moreover, the q-heat equation, first and second modular equations,
the inversion equation hold for x1; x2; x3 such that x1=x2; x1=x3; x2=x3 2
C R and 2 =2 Zx1 þ Zx2 þ Zx3:
The six-term relations of Theorem 6.6 are the commutativity of the
following diagrams.
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The first modular hexagon:
The second modular hexagon:
The proof of Theorem 6.6 is done by reduction to the case where the
imaginary parts of x1=x3 and x2=x3 are positive. In fact, it is straightforward
to see that in all cases the identities for general imaginary parts can be
rewritten using the deﬁnitions as identities at some other values of x; y where
the imaginary parts are positive.
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We give here an interpretation of our relations in terms of projectively ﬂat
discrete SLð3;ZÞ-connections.
We start by introducing the notion of discrete connections. Let X be
a G-space with a ﬁxed presentation by generators ej; j ¼ 1; . . . ; k
and relations Ri ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; . . . ; r: A discrete G-connection on a complex
vector bundle p : F ! X ; with ﬁbers FðxÞ ¼ p1ðxÞ; x 2 X ; assigns
to each generator ej a collection of linear isomorphisms fej ðxÞ : Fðe1j xÞ !
FðxÞ; x 2 X : The parallel translation along an element w of the
free group Freek generated by the ej’s is the collection of maps fwðxÞ :
Fð %w1xÞ ! FðxÞ uniquely deﬁned by the properties f1ðxÞ ¼ IdFðxÞ;
fww0 ðxÞ ¼ fwðxÞ 8fw0 ð %w1xÞ: Here w/ %w is the canonical projection
Freek ! G: The curvature of a discrete G-connection is the collection of
parallel translations fRiðxÞ 2 EndðFðxÞÞ along the relations. A connection
is called projectively flat if fRiðxÞ 2 C Id for all i and x:
Let p : F ! Y be a vector bundle over a subset Y of a G-space X : Then a
discrete connection defined on Y assigns to each generator ej a collection of
linear isomorphisms fej ðxÞ : Fðe1j xÞ ! FðxÞ; for all those x 2 Y such that
e1j x 2 Y : The parallel translation fwðxÞ is then deﬁned on some subset
Yw  Y : A discrete connection deﬁned on Y is projectively ﬂat if fRiðxÞ 2
C Id for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; r and x 2 YRi :
In our case, G ¼ SLð3;ZÞ and for X we take certain orbits in W :
The group SLð3;ZÞ is generated by the elementary matrices eij; ð14i; j
43; iajÞ with ones in the diagonal and at ði; jÞ and zeros everywhere else.
The relations can be chosen [M] to be
eijekl ¼ ekleij ; ial; jak;
eijejk ¼ eikejkeij ; i; j; k distinct;
ðe13 e131 e13Þ4 ¼ 1: ð26Þ
An SLð3;ZÞ-orbit X in W is called regular if for all ðx; yÞ 2 X
(1) x1=x3 2 C R and x2=x3 2 C R and
(2) 2 =2 Zx1 þ Zx2 þ Zx3:
Let X be a regular orbit in W : For ðx; yÞ 2 Yc ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 X j y1a0g;
set
Fcðx; yÞ ¼ Eðx2; x1; x3; y2; y1; y3Þ:
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Ffðx; yÞ ¼ Eðx1;x2; x3; y1;y2; y3Þ:
Proposition 6.7. Let X  W be a regular orbit.
(i) The assignment eij/fijðxÞ with
f12ðxÞ ¼ aðx3Þ1Uðx1  x2; x1; x3Þ1aðx3Þ1;
f13ðxÞ ¼f23ðxÞ ¼ 1;
f21ðxÞ ¼ aðx3Þ1;
f31ðxÞ ¼ bðx2; x1  x3; x3Þ;
f32ðxÞ ¼ bðx3  x2; x3;x1Þ1Uðx3  x2; x3;x1Þ1bðx3; x1; x3  x2Þ1;
defines a projectively flat SLð3;ZÞ-connection defined on Yf  X :
(ii) The assignment eij/cijðxÞ with
c12ðxÞ ¼ aðx3Þ;
c13ðxÞ ¼c23ðxÞ ¼ 1;
c21ðxÞ ¼ aðx3ÞUðx2; x2  x1; x3Þaðx3Þ;
c31ðxÞ ¼ bðx1  x3;x3; x2Þ1Uðx1  x3;x3; x2Þ1bðx3; x2; x3  x1Þ1;
c32ðxÞ ¼ bðx1; x2  x3; x3Þ;
defines a projectively flat SLð3;ZÞ-connection defined on Yc  X :
(iii) For all iaj and all x 2 Yf \ Yc such that e1ij x 2 Yf \ Yc; we have
UðxÞcijðxÞ ¼ fijðxÞUðe1ij xÞ:
Proof. It ﬁrst follows from Theorem 6.6(i) and Proposition 6.5 that
fijðxÞ is in all cases a well-deﬁned isomorphism from Ffðe1ij ðx; yÞÞ to
Ffðx; yÞ and similarly for c: The other claims are then simple consequen-
ces of the q-heat, modular and inversion relations (Theorem 6.6(ii)),
and the relations
Uðx1; x2 þ x3; x3Þ ¼ Uðx1 þ x3; x2; x3Þ ¼ Uðx1; x2; x3Þ;
which follow from the fact that uðl; m; t; p; ZÞ is 1-periodic in t and p:
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easily deduced from our three term relations. This identity implies that if the
curvature associated to a relation is scalar for one of the connections f or c;
then it is scalar (and equal) also for the other connection. Then the
curvature can be computed using f or c; whichever is simpler. For
example, to compute the curvature C3212 ¼ fR associated to the relation
R ¼ e12e32e112 e132 ; it is better to use the connection c: One gets
c12ðxÞc32ðe112 xÞ ¼ C3212ðxÞc32ðxÞc12ðe132 xÞ;
where
C3212ðxÞ ¼ exp
2pi x2
9 x1x3ðx1  x2Þðx2  x3Þ: ]
In particular, if an orbit does not contain any point with y1 ¼ 0 or y2 ¼ 0;
which is true for generic orbits, we have Yf ¼ Yc ¼ X and the connections
are deﬁned everywhere. The trouble is that we do not know if the spaces
Ff; Fc are non-trivial for these orbits. By contrast, we have inﬁnitely many
examples of linearly independent functions in Fcðx; yÞ with y2 ¼ 0 or
Ffðx; yÞ with y1 ¼ 0: Indeed, these spaces are isomorphic to spaces
Edðt;p; ZÞ with d ¼ 0; which contain the functions um : l/uðl; m; t; p; ZÞ
with any ﬁxed m; see Proposition 4.2. These functions are non-zero for
generic m since they are the meromorphic kernel of an invertible integral
operator. There are inﬁnitely many linearly independent functions
among them since they behave differently under shifts by 1: umðlþ 1Þ ¼
epim=2ZumðlÞ: In this case, we may construct a connection deﬁned
everywhere by gluing the two partially deﬁned connections:
Theorem 6.8. Let X be a regular orbit containing a point ðx; yÞ with
y1 ¼ 0: Let Yc; Yf  X be the subsets as above, on which the connections
f; c are defined. We have Yf [ Yc ¼ X : Let F be the vector bundle on X
obtained from Fc and Ff by identifying the fibers over Yc \ Yf via UðxÞ :
Fcðx; yÞ ! Ffðx; yÞ: Let a connection wijðxÞ be defined as fijðxÞ; if both ðx; yÞ
and e1ij ðx; yÞ are in Yf; and as cijðxÞ if both ðx; yÞ and e1ij ðx; yÞ are in Yc:
Then w is a well-defined projectively flat connection on X :
Proof. Since any two points ðx; yÞ; e1ij ðx; yÞ 2 X related by a generator
belong both to Yf or both to Yc; the connection wij is deﬁned in all cases.
Moreover, by Proposition 6.7(iii), w is well deﬁned on F ; at least up to sign.
It is easy to check that that the curvatures along the relations involve
products of isomorphisms wijðxÞ mapping between ﬁbers at points ðx; yÞ
which are all in Yf or all in Yc: Thus, the claim that w is a projectively ﬂat
connection follows from the projective ﬂatness of f and c: ]
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We give here a formula for the curvature of the discrete connection f (and
c). It is convenient to do a gauge transformation %fijðxÞ ¼ fijðxÞgijðxÞ; with
g12ðxÞ ¼ exp 2pi
9x1ðx1  x2Þx3
	 

; g13ðxÞ ¼ exp 2pi
9x1ðx1  x3Þx2
	 

;
g21ðxÞ ¼ exp 2pi
9x2ðx2  x1Þx3
	 

; g23ðxÞ ¼ exp 2pi
9x2ðx2  x3Þx1
	 

;
g31ðxÞ ¼ 1; g32ðxÞ ¼ exp  2pi
9x3ðx3  x2Þx1
	 

:
Then the curvature of the connection %f has components %C
kl
ij ðxÞ; %CðxÞ
associated to relations (26). By deﬁnition, they are given by
%fijðxÞ %fklðe1ij xÞ ¼ %C
kl
ij ðxÞ %fklðxÞ %fijðe1kl xÞ; ial; jak;
%fijðxÞ %fjkðe1ij xÞ ¼ %C
jk
ij ðxÞ %fikðxÞ %fjkðe1ik xÞ %fijðe1jk e1ik xÞ; i; j; k distinct;
%fsðxÞ %fsðs1xÞ %fsðs2xÞ %fsðs3xÞ ¼ %CðxÞ;
where sx ¼ ðx3; x2;x1Þ and
%fsðxÞ ¼ %f13ðxÞ %f31ðe31e113 xÞ1 %f13ðe113 e31xÞ:
We have
%C
32
12ðxÞ ¼ %C
12
32ðxÞ1 ¼ exp
2pix2
3x1x3ðx2  x3Þðx1  x2Þ
	 

;
%C
32
13ðxÞ ¼ exp
2pi
3x3ðx1  x2Þðx3  x1Þ
	 

; %C
12
31ðxÞ ¼ exp
2pi
3x1ðx3  x2Þðx3  x1Þ
	 

;
and all other %C
kl
ij ðxÞ as well as %CðxÞ are equal to 1.
6.8. Comparison with the Elliptic Gamma Cocycle [FV2]
In [FV2], a non-trivial 2-cocycle of SLð3;ZÞ with values in expð2piQðxj=
xkÞ½z=x3Þ was obtained by a similar construction involving the elliptic
gamma function instead of U : In the language of discrete connections we
use here, one deﬁnes an SLð3;ZÞ connection on the trivial line bundle over a
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fG;1;2ðx; zÞ ¼G
z  x2
x3
;
x1  x2
x3
; x1
x3
	 
1
;
fG;3;2ðx; zÞ ¼G
z
x1
;
x2  x3
x1
;
x3
x1
	 

;
fG;i;jðx; zÞ ¼ 1; ja2:
For our purpose, z may be considered here as a complex parameter on
which SLð3;ZÞ acts trivially. The curvature of this connection was
computed in [FV2]. It has the form CklG;ij ¼ expðpiLklij ðz; xÞÞ; CGðxÞ ¼ 1;
for some cubic polynomials Lklij ðx; zÞ in z with coefﬁcients in Qðx1; x2; x3Þ:
The relation to the curvature of %f is
%C
kl
ij ðxÞ ¼ expð2pi  Coefficient of z3 in Lklij ðx; zÞÞ:
The curvature of a projectively ﬂat connection deﬁnes an extension of the
group and thus a characteristic class, see [FV2]. Conjecturally, %C
kl
ij deﬁnes a
non-trivial class in the group cohomology H2ðSLð3;ZÞ; expðCðx1; x2; x3ÞÞÞ:
This means (if the conjecture is true) that there is no gauge transformation
given by exponentials of rational functions that can make the curvature
trivial.
APPENDIX A. THETA FUNCTIONS AND ELLIPTIC GAMMA
FUNCTIONS
We summarize some formulae about theta functions, gamma functions
and phase functions, see [FV2] for more details.
A.1. THE THETA FUNCTION
Jacobi’s ﬁrst theta function is deﬁned by the series
yðz; tÞ ¼ 
X
j2Z
eiptðjþ1=2Þ
2þ2piðjþ1=2Þðzþ1=2Þ; z; t 2 C; Im t > 0:
It is an entire holomorphic odd function such that
yðz þ n þ mt; tÞ ¼ ð1Þmþnepim2t2pimzyðz; tÞ; m; n 2 Z; ðA:1Þ
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4pi
@
@t
yðz; tÞ ¼ y00ðz; tÞ:
Its transformation properties with respect to SLð2;ZÞ are described in terms
of generators by the identities:
yðz; tÞ ¼ yðz; tÞ; yðz; tþ1Þ ¼ eip4 yðz; tÞ; y z
t
; 1
t
	 

¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
it
p
e
ipz2
t yðz; tÞ:
We choose the square root in the right half plane.
A.2. INFINITE PRODUCTS
Let x; q 2 C with jqjo1: The function
ðx; qÞ ¼
Y1
j¼0
ð1 xqjÞ
is a solution of the functional equation
ðqx; qÞ ¼ 1
1 xðx; qÞ:
Let x ¼ e2piz and q ¼ e2pit: Then
yðz; tÞ ¼ iepiðt=4zÞðx; qÞðq=x; qÞðq; qÞ: ðA:2Þ
We will also need the following variant of the theta function y:
y0ðz; tÞ ¼ ðx; qÞðq=x; qÞ ¼ i e
piðzt=4Þ
ðq; qÞ yðz; tÞ:
This function obeys
y0ðz þ 1; tÞ ¼ y0ðz; tÞ;
y0ðz þ t; tÞ ¼  e2pizy0ðz; tÞ;
y0ðt z; tÞ ¼ y0ðz; tÞ: ðA:3Þ
Its modular properties are y0ðz; tþ 1Þ ¼ y0ðz; tÞ; and if z0 ¼ z=t; t0 ¼ 1=t;
epiðt=6zÞy0ðz; tÞ ¼ iepiðzz0þt0=6z0Þy0ðz0; t0Þ:
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Here we consider two parameters t and p in the upper half plane, and set
q ¼ e2pit; r ¼ e2pip; and consider the function of x ¼ e2piz;
ðx; q; rÞ ¼
Y1
j;k¼0
ð1 xqjrkÞ ¼ ðx; r; qÞ:
It is a solution of the functional equations
ðqx; q; rÞ ¼ ðx; q; rÞðx; rÞ ; ðrx; q; rÞ ¼
ðx; q; rÞ
ðx; qÞ :
The elliptic gamma function [FV2,R] is
Gðz; t; pÞ ¼ ðqr=x; q; rÞðx; q; rÞ ¼ Gðz; p; tÞ:
It obeys the identities
Gðz þ 1; t; pÞ ¼ Gðz; t; pÞ; Gðz þ p; t; pÞ ¼ y0ðz; tÞGðz; t; pÞ; ðA:4Þ
and is normalized by Gððtþ p þ 1Þ=2; t; pÞ ¼ 1: The zeros of ðx; q; rÞ are at
x ¼ qjrk; j; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . : They are all simple. Thus, G has only simple
zeros and simple poles. The zeros are at z ¼ ðj þ 1Þtþ ðk þ 1Þp þ l; and the
poles are at z ¼ jt kp þ l: Here j; k run over non-negative integers and l
over all integers.
In fact, Gðz; t; pÞ is, up to normalization, the unique 1-periodic
meromorphic solution of uðz þ pÞ ¼ y0ðz; tÞuðzÞ holomorphic in the upper
half plane.
A.4. MODULAR PROPERTIES
We consider the transformation properties of the elliptic gamma function
under modular transformations of p and t: We have the identities
Gðz; t; pÞ ¼Gðz; p; tÞ;
Gðz; tþ 1; pÞ ¼Gðz; t; pÞ;
Gðz; tþ p; pÞ ¼ Gðz; t; pÞ
Gðz þ t; t; p þ tÞ;
Gðz=p; t=p;1=pÞ ¼ eipQðz;t;pÞGððz  pÞ=t;1=t;p=tÞGðz; t; pÞ;
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3
3tp
 tþ p  1
2tp
z2 þ t
2 þ p2 þ 3tp  3t 3p þ 1
6tp
z
þ 1
12
ðtþ p  1Þðt1 þ p1  1Þ:
A.5. EXTENDING THE RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Since many operations we perform do not preserve the upper half plane, it
is important to extend the range of values t and p can take. We set
ðx; q1Þ ¼ 1ðqx; qÞ; ðx; q
1; rÞ ¼ 1ðqx; q; rÞ; ðx; q; r
1Þ ¼ 1ðrx; q; rÞ:
These formulae deﬁne an extension of the functions ðx; qÞ; ðx; q; rÞ to
meromorphic functions on fðx; q; rÞjjqja1ajrjg: It is clear that the
functional relations
ðqx; qÞ ¼ 1
1 xðx; qÞ; ðqx; q; rÞ ¼
1
ðx; rÞðx; q; rÞ;
still hold in this larger domain. Correspondingly, we extend the deﬁnition of
y0 and the elliptic gamma function by using the same formulae in terms of
the inﬁnite products. We obtain
y0ðz;tÞ ¼ 1y0ðz þ t; tÞ; Gðz;t; pÞ ¼
1
Gðz þ t; t; pÞ;
Gðz; t;pÞ ¼ 1
Gðz þ p; t; pÞ:
An easy check gives the following result:
Proposition A.1. All identities for G and y0 of the preceding subsections
continue to hold for all z; t; p such that t; p =2 R:
However, the statements about the position of zeros and poles are no
longer valid.
A.6. THE PHASE FUNCTION
We keep the notation of the previous subsection and introduce a new
variable a; and set a ¼ e2pia: The phase function is
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼ Gðz þ a; t; pÞGðz  a; t; pÞ ¼
ðqr=xa; q; rÞðx=a; q; rÞ
ðxa; q; rÞðqra=x; q; rÞ :
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Oaðz þ p; t; pÞ ¼ y0ðz þ a; tÞy0ðz  a; tÞOaðz; t; pÞ ¼ e
2pia yðz þ a; tÞ
yðz  a; tÞOaðz; t; pÞ: ðA:5Þ
The properties of this function follow from those of the gamma
function:
Pproposition A.2. The function Oaðz; t; pÞ obeys the identities
Oaðz þ p; t; pÞ ¼ e2pia yðz þ a; tÞyðz  a; tÞOaðz; t; pÞ; ðA:6Þ
Oaðz þ t; t; pÞ ¼ e2pia yðz þ a; pÞyðz  a; pÞOaðz; t; pÞ; ðA:7Þ
Oaðz þ 1; t; pÞ ¼ Oaðz; t; pÞ; ðA:8Þ
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼ Oaðz; p; tÞ; ðA:9Þ
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼ Oaðz; t; tþ pÞOaðz þ p; tþ p; pÞ; ðA:10Þ
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼ Oaðz þ t; t; tþ pÞOaðz; tþ p; pÞ; ðA:11Þ
Oaðz; tþ 1; pÞ ¼ Oaðz; t; p þ 1Þ ¼ Oaðz; t; pÞ; ðA:12Þ
Oa=t
z
t
;1
t
;
p
t
	 

¼ epiSaðz;t;pÞOaðz; t; pÞOa=p z  t
p
; 1
p
; t
p
	 

;
Saðz; t; pÞ ¼ a
3tp
ð6z2  6ðtþ p  1Þz
þ 2a2 þ t2 þ p2 þ 3tp  3t 3p þ 1Þ; ðA:13Þ
Oaðz; t; pÞOaðz; t; pÞ ¼ 1; ðA:14Þ
Oaðz; t; pÞ ¼ Oaðz; t; pÞyðz þ a; tÞyðz þ a; pÞyðz  a; tÞyðz  a; pÞ: ðA:15Þ
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QKZB OPERATORS
Here we summarize some formulae giving the transformation properties
of the R-matrix. Fix L1;L2 2 C and let Rðz1  z2; l; t; ZÞ be the R-matrix of
Et;Zðsl2Þ associated to the evaluation Verma modules VL1ðz1Þ; VL2ðz2Þ: We
have
Rðz1  z2; l; tþ 1; ZÞ ¼ Rðz1  z2; l; t; ZÞ
and
R
z
t
;
l
t
; 1
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼ eðz1z2Þ
2piZL1L2
t A1ðl 2Zhð2ÞÞA2ðlÞ
 Rðz1  z2; l; t; ZÞA1ðlÞ1A2ðl 2Zhð1ÞÞ1:
Here AiðlÞ ¼ Aðzi; hðiÞ;Li; l; ZÞ with
Aðz; h;L; l; ZÞ ¼ exp ip
t
zðhlZh2Þþ1
2
ðLhÞðlþ ZL ZhÞðl ZL ZhÞ
 
:
These formulae can be deduced from the functional realization of
representations [FTV1]: the R-matrix may be deﬁned as the unique linear
map such that
Rðz1  z2; l; t; ZÞoðz1; z2; l; t; ZÞ ¼ o_ðz1; z2; l; t; ZÞ:
The weight function o ¼ oijeL1i  eL2j and the mirror weight function o_
take values in the tensor product VL1  Vl2 of evaluation Verma modules.
They are given explicitly in terms of ratios of theta functions, see
[FTV1, FV1].
From the above formulae, we deduce the transformation properties of the
qKZB operators. One ﬁnds
Ki
z
t
;
l
t
; 1
t
;
p
t
;
Z
t
	 

¼ e
2piZ
t
Pn
j¼1 LiLjðzizjþpyijÞ
Yn
j¼1
Aðzj  pyij; hðjÞ;Lj; l 2Z
Xj1
l¼1
hðlÞ; ZÞ
 Kiðz; l; t; p; ZÞ
Yn
j¼1
A zj  pyij ; hðjÞ;Lj; l 2Z
Xj1
l¼1
hðlÞ; Z
 !1
;
where we set yij ¼ 1 if i > j and yij ¼ 0 if i4j: In this somewhat simpliﬁed
notation, the operators A depend on l and are to be viewed as
FELDER AND VARCHENKO274multiplication operator by these functions of l; Ki taken at l=t really
means that we conjugate Ki by the operator of dilation of l by a
factor 1=t:
APPENDIX C. ESTIMATES FOR THETA FUNCTIONS
Lemma C.1. (i) For all t in the upper half plane, there exists a constant
C1ðtÞ > 0 such that for all l 2 C;
jyðl; tÞj4C1ðtÞexp p ðIm lÞ
2
Im t
 !
:
(ii) For all e > 0 and t in the upper half plane, there exists a constant
C2ðtÞ > 0 such that for all l such that minfjl r  tsj; r; s 2 Zg5e;
jyðl; tÞj5C2ðtÞe exp p ðIm lÞ
2
Im t
 !
:
Proof. Let SðtÞ be the compact set SðtÞ ¼ fl 2 C j jReðlÞj41=2; jIm lj
4Im t=2g: Then yðl; tÞ vanishes in SðtÞ only for l ¼ 0:
We use the functional relation (A.1) of the theta function. If l ¼
l0 þ m0 þ mt; with m0;m 2 Z and l0 2 SðtÞ then
jyðl; tÞj ¼ epmð2Im l0þm Im tÞjyðl0; tÞj
¼ ep
Im lIm l0
Im t ðIm l0þIm lÞjyðl0; tÞj
¼ ep
ðIm lÞ2
Im t ep
ðIm l0Þ2
Im t jyðl0; tÞj:
Then the claim follows by setting C1ðtÞ ¼ maxfep
ðIm l0Þ2
Im t jyðl0; tÞj;
l0 2 SðtÞg and C2ðtÞ ¼ minfep
ðIm l0Þ2
Im t jyðl0; tÞ=l0j; l0 2 SðtÞg; so that when
jl0j5e; we have
yðl0; tÞ5yðl0; tÞ ejl0j5C2ðtÞe: ]
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